Introduction. A right module M over a ring K with unit is called a free module if it is finitely based. If the basis number of such a module is not invariant then it must necessarily contain an infinite independent set [l, Theorem 7] . A free module may, on the other hand, contain infinite independent sets but nevertheless have invariant basis number. If, for example, K contains no zero divisors, then the ring K considered as a module over itself must have invariant basis number (1), since otherwise there would exist independent {a<} (i = l, • • • , n = 2) such that 1 = ^2" a,*,-. But the independence of the {a,} would then imply that #i<z/ = 0 (i^j).
Now it has been shown by Ore [2, p. 466 ] that if a ring K without zero divisors satisfies the "right multiple" property: for any a, b£.K there exist nonzero x, yÇLK such that ax-\-by=0, then K is imbeddable in a division ring. Thus the nonimbeddable ring of Malcev [3] is a module of the required type.
In the present paper we consider the question of invariance of basis number for modules over a number of "word" rings of the type introduced by Malcev, the purpose being to fill certain gaps left in [l ] as open possibilities. It was shown, for example, that for a ring K without zero divisors the right multiple property was sufficient to ensure the invariance of the basis number for all modules over K, but it was left open as to whether or not this condition is necessary. The first example considered, however (the ring of words itself) shows that this is not the case. A somewhat weaker condition, that of imbeddability in a division ring, is also sufficient for the invariance of basis number and again the question of its necessity was left open. This question is settled, also in the negative, by considering Malcev's ring.
Another possibility left open in [l ] is based on the following considerations: It was shown [l, Theorem 15] that invariance of basis number is a property which carries downward with decreasing basis number. That is to say, if over a ring K a module M exists whose basis number is invariant, then every module over K having a basis no longer than that of M must also have invariant basis number. The possibility thus exists, that for some fixed integer n a ring K might Presented to the Society, November 26, 1954; received by the editors May 20,1954 and, in revised form, May 8, 1955. exist such that a module over K has invariant basis number if and only if it has a basis of length <n. We show, in the final section, that such a ring may be constructed for the case « = 2.
Certain of the methods used in establishing the properties of this ring are due to Shepherdson [4] , although his theorems are not directly applicable.
The Ring of Words. Consider a set {xi} (i = l, • • • , w^2) of symbols and let R be the ring of all finite sums of "words" built from these symbols; that is, R is the ring of all polynomials in {x,} with integral coefficients, cf. [4, p. 73] . Note that R is also assumed to contain words of zero length, so R has a unit. We prove first that R has no zero divisors. Suppose a, ßQ.R and consider the product aß. If a^O it must contain words of maximum length. For definiteness, suppose one of these has Xi as leading symbol, so that a contains a term nx\Z with 2 a word and w^O an integer. (We assume that all like words are collected.) Any other longest word of a beginning with Xi must then be of form x\z' with z''¿¿z. Now it is clear that the longest words of aß are products of longest words from a and ß, thus if ß contains a longest term my, the product contains nmxxzy. Any other longest word whose initial symbol is Xi, since it must come from a longest word of a, will begin with x\Zf. Thus since two words are equal only if their respective symbols are the same, no other term can cancel nmx\zy and hence a/3^0. Now let us suppose that there exists a relation x\a = x$ with a, ß(E.R. Since every word on the left begins with X\, and no word on the right, it follows that a=ß=0.
Thus R contains independent members, and hence [l, Theorem 6 and Theorem 7] every module over R contains an infinite independent set. We shall next show that modules over R nevertheless have invariant basis number.
If a module over R exists having bases of length m and n (m>n), then there must exist matrices U and V, respectively m by n and n by m, such that UV=Im and VU = In (with Im and /" identity matrices). Now if {y¿} is the set of all words appearing in either U or F we may write
with Ui and F< matrices of integers. Clearly the product UV only contains constants if one of the words, say y<¡, = 1 and if U0 V0 = Im, and V0Uo = In-But U0V0 has rank ^n<m, and hence the first of these relations is impossible. Thus: Theorem 1. There exists a ring without zero divisors over which all free modules contain infinite independent sets, but have invariant basis number.
The ring of Malcev. We now establish a similar result for the ring constructed by Malcev.
Theorem 2. There exists a ring without zero divisors not imbeddable in a division ring over which all free modules contain infinite independent sets, but have invariant basis number.
Let K be the ring of Malcev [3] . It was shown that K has no zero divisors, but is not imbeddable in a division ring. From the result of Ore [2] it follows that K must contain independent members, and hence every module over K contains an infinite independent set. We thus need only show that all modules over K have invariant basis number.
This We now suppose again that a module M has bases of length m, n with m>n, so that m by n and n by m matrices U, V exist with UV=Im. Now in reducing elements of UV to normal form by (2) it is clear that, as in the previous section, we only get a constant term from constant terms of both U and V. Thus using the expression (1) we again get the contradictory relation UoVo = Im.
Modules without invariant basis number. We now proceed to the construction for n = 2 of a ring over which a module will have invariant basis number if and only if it has a basis of length <n.
Let R be the word ring in symbols {0,7, b,t} (i,t = l,2,3;j,s = l,2).
HA and B are the matrices whose elements are respectively {o¿,} and {b,i\, we define H to be the set of all sums of members of R of form ßay with ß, y(E.R and a any element of AB -I% or BA -It. In order to show that H is actually an ideal of R, it is necessary to show that a solution exists for the decision problem as to whether or not an a£R belongs to H. Define a set 5: {aahj, b,iau\ (*, i=l, 2, 3; s, t -1, 2). For any a<Ei?, let a' be the result of eliminating a member of 5 from any word of a using some relation from (3) AB -73 = 0 and &4 -h = 0.
Any member of R obtainable from a by a finite number of such transformations will be said to be equivalent to a. Clearly a-a'(E.H, so that aÇE.H if and only if a'Gif. The same applies at any further stage in a sequence of such transformations and thus to a normal form N(a) (if it exists) equivalent to a and containing no member of 5. We now show that such a form not only exists but is also independent of the manner in which the reduction is effected. Lemma 1. For any aEi? there exists a unique form N(a) equivalent to a, and containing no member of S.
Clearly every word of length ^ 1 is in normal form, and we suppose for induction that a unique normal form exists for any word of length ¡Si»-1. Let x be a word of length n; we consider three cases:
Case I. x=yz where the word formed by the final symbol of y and the first symbol of z is not a member of 5. The first transformation of x must involve only symbols of y or z alone. A transformation (say of y) will yield a set of words of equal length whose final symbol has unchanged second subscript, together (possibly) with shorter words. Thus the only future transformation which could involve a descendant of both y and z will be in a word of length ¿«-1. By induction, the reduction to normal form of such a word is unique, and could therefore have been obtained by first reducing separately the descendants of y and of z, and then reducing the products. Thus any reduction of x could be obtained by first reducing y and z separately, and then reducing any products (of shorter words). Since by induction N(y) and N(z) exist, it follows, using the above argument on shorter words, that iV(x) also exists.
Case II. All subscripts of symbols of x are 1 (say, for example, x = anbn • • • ¿»nun). An initial transformation will be of aubu (or bnau), and the transformed x will be of form x'=anbu
• • • bnau is of length n -2. By induction N(y) exists. Also, the words of x' come under Case I so N(x') exists, and in fact, proceeding outward from the initially transformed pair, iV(x') = ( -l)n~l^)aubij ■ ■ ■ buvavi. Since this form, and also y, are independent of where the initial pair was chosen, it follows that the final reduced form is unique. The first portion clearly reduces to the form (4) above, while the second portion is the negative of the form to be obtained from y. Thus again the reduction exists and is unique.
By induction it follows that N(x) exists for a word of any length. Since any a<E.R contains no more than a finite number of words, and since the reduction of each word is unique, it follows that N(a) exists for all a<E.R. The uniqueness also implies This is equivalent to saying that if a, ß$.H then aß^H; that is, N(a), N(ß)^0 implies N(aß)^0. Since N(aß) can be reached by first reducing a and ß, we may assume a and ß in normal form with a, ß^O. Let us suppose, now, that iV(aj3)=0; then it is clear that neither a nor ß can be a constant, for the product would be simply a multiple of nonzero a or ß. Thus a and ß must contain words of length è 1. If one of the longest words appearing in a is xahlc then a contains 2» ntjxahj with mt^O. (A similar proof will apply if a longest word of a ends in some bhk-) We have two cases: Case I. ß contains a sum of longest words ¿In ntUity with some «"7^0. The product of these terms is already in normal form and since they are longest words of aß they cannot be canceled by any other words of the product. We would thus have the relation OTyw< = 0, contradicting mm^O.
Case II. ß contains a sum of longest words ¿li ni>uy with some ns¿¿0, then N(aß) will contain ¿Jw mfnixahjbity+ ¿~j}.2 (m/nj -mini)xahjbjty. Again these terms cannot be canceled by any other terms in N(aß) and thus all coefficients must be zero. From the first term this could mean all w, = 0 (j^k). But the second term would then give the contradicting relation m*«fc = 0. Hence the conclusion N(aß)*0.
Since K has no zero divisors, it is clear that every module with basis of length 1 has invariant basis number, since otherwise a column A and row B exist for which AB = J2. We thus have Theorem 3. There exists a ring K without zero divisors such that a free module over K has invariant basis number if and only if it has a basis of length l.1
